JOIN OUR PERFORMANCE TEAM!

Open Spots Available for:
~TRAINING TEAM
~PERFORMANCE TEAM
~LADIES TEAM

____________________________________
But don’t just take our word for it, here is what our dancers have to say:
What I enjoy/satisfied with most at Salsa Intocable Dance Company?
When I started to learn Salsa, I had a very simple goal in mind – to learn this beautiful art and
dance it socially. As time went by, my love for Salsa grew exponentially. To dance it well was
not enough for me. I wanted to be a better dancer on the social dance floor. The classes I was
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taking provided me a lot of good solid foundation of the basic steps of Salsa but I felt I was in a
plateau in terms of moving to the next level.
I took the initiative to shop around for a dance company that can train me hard and push me
to a higher level of dance. Since Brent Jennings became one of my first teachers in Salsa, I was
so impressed with his technical ability as a dancer. He is a very likable teacher with a lot of
patience and openness in his teachings. Since he joined Salsa Intocable, I felt he had the
utmost respect and belief of the talents of Laura Luu. That was the tipping point when I decided
to join SIDC. Apart from the reputation it had for several years of being very technical savvy in
terms of teaching methodology, Laura exemplifies excellence. We do not only learn
choreography, but the technique to every move is her number one priority. Get the technique
down and the rest will follow……
After a year of training with SIDC, I never thought it will come to the day that I will perform on
stage, never in my wildest dreams that the thought crossed my mind. My mindset when I first
began training was to improve my leading skills so I can be a better social dancer. Thanks to
the relentless persistence of Laura, that distant possibility became a reality. Performing on
stage really helped me become a more technical dancer in terms of musicality, speed and
precision. Although, social dancing will always be my first love, performing on stage has taught
me a different dimension of the dance. I am very happy that I was given this opportunity as a
dancer.
Lastly, I cannot express enough my satisfaction as a member of this dance company. SIDC
has pushed me to achieve the impossible. I feel at home with SIDC, there is a strong
camaraderie among members, a sense of belonging like family, quality teachers that are always
open and willing to lend support and inspiration.
I think SIDC stands out from the rest because the company is “technique driven” rather than
just learning moves and choreography. Laura embodies professionalism and imparts the belief
that raw talent is useless unless we harness it with a lot dedication, hard work, positive attitude,
openness to learn and humility. That struck a cord in my mind. If we want to set goals and
achieve, we need to focus on what is most important and that is CHARACTER and ATTITUDE
more than TALENT itself. Character and Attitude will bring you places you’ve never been, do
things beyond your realm and achieve the impossible. “It’s not your aptitude but your attitude
that determines your latitude.” SIDC embodies all of these fine points that I was searching for in
a team.
~Joey Yrastorza (SIDC Performance Team Member)
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Salsa Intocable Dance Company FEATURES:
>>A Professional Learning Environment
>>Intensive Training Sessions
>>Strong Company Brand
>>Respected Reputation
>>Experienced Instructors
>>Award-Winning Team
>>Organized Team Infrastructure
>>Centrally Located Studio
>>Members-Only Website & Rehearsal Video Library
>>Custom Designed Performance Costumes
>>Opportunities to Perform & Compete
Salsa Intocable Dance Company AWARDS & RECOGNITIONS:
2013 LA Salsa Open Pro/Am 1st Place
2012 Granada Team Finalists
2011 Granada Professional Couples Finalists
2010 Granada Team Champions 1st Place
2010 College Salsa Team Finalists 2nd Place
2010 Golden Salsa Award – Laura Luu, Director
2009 College Salsa Team Champions 1st Place
2009 Sevilla Pro/Am Champions 1st Place
For more info
Contact Laura Luu, 323.338.6676
www.SalsaIntocable.com

Salsa Intocable Dance Company is directed by Laura Luu, who founded the company in
2008. The company has displayed 8 years of excellence in Latin Dance arts, entertainment,
education. Salsa Intocable trains dancers to the highest caliber of LA style salsa dance. The
company is known for beautiful, sexy, glamorous and elegant dancers. Join our team, train to
your maximum potential and have the time of your life!

**ABOUT LAURA**
Laura Luu has led the artistic direction over 8 dynamic seasons of Salsa Intocable Dance
Company. She is the director, choreographer and instructor and excels in Latin technique,
choreography & methodology focusing on fundamental & core technique. She has trained
hundreds of dancers for competition, performance & the social dance floor. Highly regarded for
her professionalism & coaching techniques, she has influenced & guided many of the best
dancers in the scene today. She is known for taking dancers of any level and helping them
break through to the next level. She is also a producer for The College Salsa Congress, Salsa
Dancers Los Angeles and the The Golden Salsa Bachata Awards.
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For more information:
Contact Laura Luu, Director
PHONE: 323.338.6676
WEBSITE: www.SalsaIntocable.com
EMAIL: Laura@SalsaIntocable.com

Contact Laura Luu if you have any questions!

Rehearsals Location

2414 W. Whittier Boulevard Montebello California
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